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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

People as Software Platforms

A few months ago, I wrote an article about the war on natural immunity and ability, in which I

discussed how we were being ushered toward a subscription model under which we would have to

obtain a life-time subscription to the artiEcial immunity service — with boosters from here into

inEnity.

The notion of a life-time subscription to an artiEcial immunity service is dystopian, and I was

hoping to be wrong. But alas, the messaging around the need for boosters due to waning immunity

seems to indicate that this is where we are heading, unless we don't participate.

The model is based on the "Blue Ocean Strategy," which is a business strategy that "proposes

creating a brand new market out of thin air and dominating it (a blue ocean) — as opposed to trying

to compete in an existing market (an ocean red with blood)."

For example, when the internet was introduced into commercial use, it was a brand new market and

a "blue ocean," since no such market had existed prior. The introduction of the internet created a

whole new "space" that could be monetized in different ways.

Today's new commercial frontier is the biological realm and the human body, "body as a platform."

In today's market terms, the human body has the market potential of a natural resource. You know

how they say that data is the new oil? If data is the new oil, then we are all data hosts, and we can

look forward to being treated like oil reserves.

"Here's how it applies to natural immunity. A healthy person with a natural immunity might be a

happy person — but to a 2021 biotech entrepreneur, who views the human body as a market to

dominate, he is a sheer insult. From the standpoint of that entrepreneur, replacing the default

natural immunity of the past millions years with a fully artiEcial tool that requires a 'subscription'

throughout one's entire lifetime (see 'variants' and 'boosters') is desirable.

Replacing the default natural immunity with an artiEcial tool is a very successful case of creating a

brand new market ('artiEcial immunity market') out of air. A life-long subscription to artiEcial

immunity, with an ever-expanding range of necessary 'upgrades' is a lot more proEtable than some

traditional shop selling vitamins. Even better, if artiEcial immunity destroys the natural immunity,

customer loyalty is guaranteed."

At the time when my article about the war on natural immunity was published, it was still unclear if

COVID injections had the potential to undermine our natural broad-spectrum natural immunity. It

seems like it would be "good for business" in a psychopathic world but I didn't really want to think in

that direction, it was too dark. Since then, however, a number of studies came out, and they look

alarming.

Complexity of Innate Immune Response

Before we dig into the studies about mRNA vaccines and their impact on our innate immunity, let's

talk about how our immune response works in general, in layman's terms. Our innate immune

response is a very complex, coordinated dance between different types of cells and receptors.

All day long, our body is Eghting off different mutations (i.e. potential cancers, for example),

keeping in check dormant viruses, and so on. When our bodies are in their natural state, our

immune systems get trained from doing the work. Just like an athlete or a pianist gets better from

exercise, different components of our immune system get better from being exposed to different

pathogens and Eghting them off successfully.

And just like a person who has solved a particular challenge gets more experienced in general and

develops the ability to solve other challenges more effectively, our natural broad immune response

also "learns" broadly from solving speciEc challenges.

With vaccines — which in a good world could be a useful addition to the medical arsenal, if

designed and manufactured with total integrity, thoroughly tested, and used without fanaticism — it

gets tricky. The problem is that the scientists' understanding of the tremendous complexity of how

everything in our body talks to each other is still very limited.

So when they design a solution to a particular problem — even with the best of intentions — they

don't necessarily consider how their solution impacts us as a whole. Same applies to drugs, this is

kind of just the myopic nature of how things are done in our culture. And when we add commerce

and hubris and God knows what else to the mix, it gets even trickier.

As a type of a medical product, vaccines (or drugs) are as good or as faulty as our overall state of

science and commerce. And because our culture leans on the side of "moving fast and breaking

things," when vaccines are designed to solve a particular problem, the measured outcomes are

about that problem alone.

In the real world, however, we are whole organisms, and everything in our bodies is interconnected

and works together. Therefore, if a medication or a vaccines solves one problem at the expense of

creating another problem, then we suffer as a whole.

DTP Vaccine: A "Natural Experiment" in Africa

For example, even before the mRNA vaccines showed up on the market, in 2017, a telling study was

published in EBioMedicine. The study was called, "The Introduction of Diphtheria-Tetanus-Pertussis

and Oral Polio Vaccine Among Young Infants in an Urban African Community: A Natural

Experiment."

In that study, the researchers observed a "natural experiment" in which, for logistical reasons, one

group of babies received the DTP vaccine, and another group of babies didn't. Here is their

conclusion:

"DTP was associated with 5-fold higher mortality than being unvaccinated. No prospective

study has shown bene?cial survival effects of DTP. Unfortunately, DTP is the most widely

used vaccine, and the proportion who receives DTP3 is used globally as an indicator of the

performance of national vaccination programs. It should be of concern that the effect of

routine vaccinations on all-cause mortality was not tested in randomized trials.

All currently available evidence suggests that DTP vaccine may kill more children from

other causes than it saves from diphtheria, tetanus or pertussis. Though a vaccine protects

children against the target disease it may simultaneously increase susceptibility to

unrelated infections." [emphasis mine]

If I were to interpret that study philosophically, I would say that nature is generally wiser than the

scientists — and so when scientists try to outsmart nature by force without being humble about

how thoroughly they observe the outcome of their effort, and without total love for the people they

are supposed to help — they almost inevitably underestimate the complexity of the situation and

break something — and then somebody pays the price for their limited vision.

Without total honestly about one's limitations and without genuine love for the people, science

turns into a conveyor belt that harms. And that's before adding the desire of control and proEts to

the mix — and that happens to be the case almost universally, not just in medicine.

Potential Effects of COVID Jabs on Innate Immune Response

Now, when it comes to the COVID injections, we End ourselves in an even more adventurous

territory since the product is new and experimental. In order for the mRNA vaccine to get into the

body and be allowed by the body to do what it is designed to do in the ideal world, the body's natural

immune reaction to foreign mRNA needs to be turned off — otherwise it will attack the invader on

entrance and voila.

Thus, with the current technology, the body's "security alarm" gets turned off in order to let in the

mRNA. But of course, that same security alarm is generally needed by the body, and it is currently

unknown what kind of long-term effect turning it off in the context of these injections has on one's

immunity.

If we are to look at the studies that are starting to come out now, the overall effects of turning off

the "alarm" might be, well, alarming.

According to a 2021 study (not yet peer-reviewed) by a team of scientists from the Netherlands and

Germany, titled, "The BNT162b2 mRNA vaccine against SARS-CoV-2 reprograms both adaptive and

innate immune responses," the vaccine "modulated the production of inbammatory cytokines by

innate immune cells upon stimulation with both speciEc (SARS-CoV-2) and non-speciEc (viral,

fungal and bacterial) stimuli.

The response of innate immune cells to TLR4 and TLR7/8 ligands was lower after BNT162b2

vaccination [emphasis mine], while fungi-induced cytokine responses were stronger."

The paper further stated the following: "We observed a signiScant reduction in the production if

IFN-α secreted after stimulation with poly I:C and R848 after the administration of the second

dose of the vaccine [emphasis mine]. This may hamper the initial innate immune response against

the virus [emphasis mine], as defects in TLR7 have been shown to result in and increased

susceptibility to COVID-19 in young males.

These results collectively demonstrate that the effects of the BNT162b2 vaccine go beyond the

adaptive immune system and can also modulate innate immune responses." [emphasis mine]

In other words, the BNT162b2 injection modiEed the innate immune response and seemingly

weakened certain aspects of it, and no one really knows or understands the details and the very

long-term consequences.

If you are curious about the technical detail of how the "alarm" gets turned off, this ScientiEc

American article explains what kind of modiEcations are used in the mRNA vaccines in order to

trick the body into letting the foreign mRNA in.

The article features two scientists: Karikó, senior vice president and head of RNA protein

replacement therapies at BioNTech, and Weissman, a professor of vaccine research at the

University of Pennsylvania's Perelman School of Medicine, who were awarded a $3 million

Breakthrough Prize in Life Sciences for their work.

The article says that "when foreign mRNA is injected into the body, it causes a strong immune

response. But Karikó and Weissman Egured out a way to how to modify the RNA to make it less

inbammatory by substituting one DNA "letter" molecule for another."

Here is how the researchers themselves explain the mechanism in a study called, "Suppression of

RNA recognition by Toll-like receptors: the impact of nucleoside modiEcation and the evolutionary

origin of RNA":

"DNA and RNA stimulate the mammalian innate immune system through activation of Toll-like

receptors (TLRs) … We show that RNA signals through human TLR3, TLR7, and TLR8, but

incorporation of modiSed nucleosides m5C, m6A, m5U, s2U, or pseudouridine ablates activity"

[emphasis mine]

Activation of Previously Dormant or Controlled Pathogens?

Are there recent studies addressing the clinical effects of receiving the COVID injections on

people's broad immunity? There are a few. This study titled, "Hepatitis C Virus Reactivation

Following COVID-19 Vaccination - A Case Report," deserved to be quoted in detail:

"Materials and methods: Here, we report a case of an 82-year old patient with dementia

who was admitted to a nursing home in the Netherlands. After vaccination with COVID-19

vaccination, physical examinations and lab tests were performed.

Results: She had a reactivation of hepatitis C infection after vaccination with the mRNA-

based P?zer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine. This reactivation manifested with jaundice, loss

of consciousness, hepatic coma and death.

Conclusion: This reactivation of hepatitis C virus after vaccination with the P?zer-BioNTech

COVID-19 vaccine suggests a need for critical consideration of individuals with prior HCV

infection and considered for COVID-19 vaccination."

In other words, she passed away as a result of a hepatitis C infection that, according to the

researchers, activated after she received the injection. While she luckily lived a long life and passed

away at 82, no one knows how long she would have lived if she didn't get the injection. It's as simple

as nobody knows, and it doesn't look like our leaders care to make sure that this is studied

thoroughly before mandating the product on everyone.

Another study titled, "Varicella zoster virus reactivation and mRNA vaccines as a trigger" talks

about the reactivation of the zoster virus following the mRNA vaccines. It states the following:

"The suggested pathogenic mechanism was induced lymphopenia and the functional

impairment of lymphocytes, particularly CD8+ T cells and natural killer cells.

With regard to COVID-19 vaccines, it is postulated that, as a product of a massive shifting

of naïve CD8+ cells, VZV-speci@c CD8+ cells are not temporarily capable of controlling

VZV. The question of why VZV reactivation occurs almost exclusively with mRNA-based

COVID-19 vaccines and not with viral vector or inactivated COVID-19 vaccines remains to

be answered." [emphasis mine]

And Enally, in this extremely informative interview on The Highwire, Dr. Ryan Cole provides a good

explanation of the potential mechanisms of immunosuppression as a result of COVID injections. He

also mentions his observations regarding an alarming trend of previously-under-control cancers

going out of remission after the administration of COVID injections.

In another talk, Dr. Cole goes further into what he believes to be a great uptick in cancers post-

vaccination, based on the results that he is seeing in his labs.

Conclusion: Unfortunately, it looks like COVID injections could be compromising our broad-

spectrum innate immunity at least to some degree — and I wish somebody with a conscience had

looked into it very thoroughly before injecting the product into billions of bodies. Why? Because

despite what the proponents of the Fourth Industrial Revolution think of us, we are human beings,

not commercial platforms.

About the Author

To End more of Tessa Lena's work, be sure to check out her bio, Tessa Fights Robots.
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Thank Tessa Lena for her necessary information "nature is wiser than scientists". Without a doubt, the path is natural immunity. The New

England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) has published a new study that admits that natural recovery from the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19),

that is, without "vaccines" involved, is the best way to build permanent immunity and avoid the reinfection. Those who survive "covid" with

such natural immunity have a minimal risk of getting sick a second time and are especially resistant to severe symptoms. Those who get

reinfected were found to be up to 90 percent less likely to require hospitalization or die. This means that natural immunity is the true

inoculation that really works without causing deadly side effects. The best way to "get vaccinated" against covid is to simply live your life

and do what you can to support your body's natural immunity, and nature will take care of the rest.

justthenews.com/politics-policy/coronavirus/covid-survivors-natural-im..  (Nov 27, 202)

The latest data from the U.K. Health Security Agency’s (UKHSA) COVID-19 vaccine surveillance report shows that for every one

“unvaccinated” person who supposedly dies from the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19), at least four “fully vaccinated” people perish.

Additionally, as we have frequently written, there are the vaccine-induced injuries, illnesses and deaths. Contrary to what corporate media

would have you believe, the Covid injections are neither safe nor effective.

dailyexpose.uk/2021/11/17/covid-deaths-ratio-vaxxed-to-unvaxxed-41-cor..   A new study published in Science Ends that the real-world

vaccine effectiveness against COVID-19 has plummeted from 88 percent to just 13 percent in just months. Vaccine ercacy studies are

fraudulent and do not convey real-world results. www.science.org/.../science.abm0620
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Gui - Wow!  The latest data from the U.K. Health Security Agency’s (UKHSA) COVID-19 vaccine surveillance report shows that for

every one “unvaccinated” person who supposedly dies from the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19), at least four “fully vaccinated”

people perish ... this is deeply troubling and very important to hide from the public.   What does it all boil down to?  Stand Erm.

 Educate when you can.  Educate the people around you most, in a loving, gentle way.  Help with health issues for the 'after mess'

of this.  And something I'm having a hard time with - remain positive.  Life is a blip and we are all just walking each other home.  It

saddens me that our leaders have become 'them' and we are just 'us' ... It's hard getting out from the dark cloud, but we can do it.

 It's going to take a lot of prayer, but we can!
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For sure, something is seriously going off the rails with these shots. First, we get variants nearly as soon as the shots are rolled out

last December, in the same places major Phase 2 testing took place: UK, South Africa and Brazil. The variant from India became so

dominant it travelled round the world. Now more clearly the Japanese have shown that using therapeutics instead of shots can

quickly control the spread. My guess is from the onset, only individuals were focused on, not the transmission effects of these

"leaky vaccines" in groups or across populations at large.

Compare this with the Chinese recovering so quickly last year from their epidemic, the West is being saddled with ever increasing

societal and economic burdens from these "Phase 3 clinical trials" while the manufacturers are counting their billions in taxpayer

and printed money. Who's gonna call this what it is? The Emperor has no clothes! Its a failed experiment focused on short term

"protection" while re-activating virus' and cancers. Worse, this is making high density populated environments progressively more

dangerous, especially for those who have taken the shots. These new drugs are creating far more concerns and deaths than

solving anything short or long term.
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Thanks, Gui. All of those people in positions of POWER, should be stripped of that power! When, exactly, did humanity become so

blind? Humanity is being taken down and to people such as we Mercolians - it couldn't be more obvious. We need to stop focusing

on the Phantom Virus and Egure a way out of this GLOBAL MESS! NO "DEADLY VIRUS" IS KILLING PEOPLE! The globalists are

killing people - for PROFIT!
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Frankenstein lives and is worshipped by the masses... and he has many co-hearts!
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Many "health care providers" are in large corporate practices and manager-run clinics that follow protocols passed down by the

NIH, CDC, FDA, WHO, and AMA all of which are inbuenced by Big Pharma. In other words, the approval and application of the

medicine has a serious conbict of interest. The protocol for treating Covid has been to deny treatment until the patient becomes

life-threateningly ill and is admitted to hospital. Inside the hospital, the protocol is to deny patients safe and effective treatments

with HCQ and ivermectin. Many patients end up dead on ventilators.

Haruo Ozaki, director of the Tokyo Medical Association, publicly announced that ivermectin is a safe and effective remedy for the

Wuhan coronavirus. The deep state told Americans and many other countries living under tyranny that ivermectin,

hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), and other remedies were banned. The only options are the Fauci bu shots. The nation of India is an

example of the safety and ercacy of ivermectin. The government has been administering it to covidual patients, many of whom

are making a full recovery after the regimen. www.lifesitenews.com/news/breaking-japanese-medical-association-chairm..
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Dr. Alan Keyes and Health Ranger Mike Adams spoke about how more and more people are beginning to understand the truth that

the Wuhan coronavirus vaccines do not work. Keyes, Sisson, and Adams had this conversation during the November 30 episode of

Keyes's "Let's Talk America" on Brighteon.TV. "People are starting to become aware, as the old saying goes," Keyes said. "Now this

seems particularly true of what is happening with the whole vaccine business." "The COVID blockades and mandates too, I think,

are bringing people from the left and the right together, and they are blurring the lines of what used to be tough party boundaries,"

Adams said. www.brighteon.com/04279263-f8db-449f-ad35-a91e9f7cd15d
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No sooner had the Omicron hysteria hit the headlines, politicians, aided by a compliant global lockstep media, started identifying

scapegoats and telling the world’s population to prepare to roll up their sleeves. - Lockstep political decision to roll out leaky

“vaccines” occurred around the world immediately following the Omicron announcement. - Circumstances with a new, heavily

mutated variant, vastly different population immunity and knowledge about “genetic vaccine” effectiveness, nothing like those 12

months ago when Erst generation COVID injections were rolled out globally.

- Omicron may be more infective, is likely no more dangerous — but may be more likely to evade injection-induced immunity. -

There is no conclusive evidence that Omicron originated in Africa — which happens to have the lowest injection rate and case rate

of COVID-19. - Mass injection of Erst gen injections, followed by re-worked Omicron-speciEc jabs, could cause disastrous

consequences, including accelerating development of further variants and antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) of disease. -

We consider some of the possible political and economic drivers behind the new unscientiEcally backed policy to up the ante on

injections. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/media-omicron-hysteria-scapegoats-..   (12/02/21)
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Gui, Its got to unravel even further, before any new shot formulations are rolled out.  * This could spawn yet more variants resistant

to the shots, possibly an end-game to an already sad situation. Something to pray for this holiday season? For their dastardly plans

to unravel causing many more to wake up!
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No "vaccine" really works to prevent disease, because _contagion doesn't exist_ *, it's a centuries old Ection, now a horrible big lie,

and like most drugs "vaccines" are toxic, and the vaccine makers keep making more varieties and more toxic vaccines. * This

means that antiseptics, antibiotics and antivirals are useless toxins too, so not hygienic at all. Real hygiene is getting fresh air and

keeping clean enough, and other prevention of the buildup of harmful substances and/or parasites, especially near food or water.

The "covid-19" 'vaccines' are bluntly varying speed mass-murder and covert sterilisation in plain sight, the variants are a mix of jab

side-effects and statistical trickery to 'justify' ratcheting oppression, but many of the terrorised "sheeple" public can't see it, due to

apathy, cognitive dissonance, and/or undue faith in authorities. The jabs contain millions of incredibly sharp and tough blades, of

one Carbon atom thick sheets of strongly-bonded Graphene Oxide/Hydroxide, this is not a mere rumour, there is ample

microscopic evidence of various kinds, e.g. www.orwell.city/.../vivir-con-salud.html  .  

SigniEcant GO/CHO in the blood will make it like a chainsaw or rasp, cutting up blood vessels, blood cells, and other cells. Because

of the common negligence of not doing an aspiration test to avoid injecting into a blood vessel, some unlucky people will get the

full hit immediately and rapidly moving through their body, and this negligence is probably a signiEcant cause of people who are

injured, and even die, sooner after the jab(s). The faster blood bow in active people, like sports people, will signiEcantly speed up

the rate at which the blood vessels and cells in the blood are cut up, which why so many are collapsing with life changing injuries,

and even dying!
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Please pass this on: In an emergency letter to the governments of the European Union and the United States, Dr. Matthias Rath is calling

for the immediate suspension of mandatory anti-COVID vaccinations using RNA- and DNA-based approaches. Citing game-changing new

research published in the scientiEc journal Viruses, Dr. Rath describes how these highly experimental medical interventions have now

been shown to risk potentially devastating side effects. Carried out by scientists from the universities of Stockholm and Umea in Sweden,

the Viruses study found that the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein is able to reach the cell core (nucleus) and signiEcantly inhibit DNA damage

repair. The effective repair of DNA – the biological software of each cell – is essential for maintaining our immune defense and

protecting against a multitude of diseases, including cancer.

The Swedish scientists warn that their Endings imply a signiEcant risk of severe long-term side effects from COVID vaccination

strategies, since currently used vaccines either directly inject SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins into the body or induce their production in it.

Based on this discovery, it is now no longer a question of whether these vaccines will cause an avalanche of side effects and new

diseases, but when.

As Dr. Rath points out in the letter, the publication of this new research comes at a time when politicians – under pressure from European

and American vaccine manufacturers – are calling for population-wide mandatory anti-COVID vaccinations to be given, including in

children. Already in the past few days, the government of Austria has announced that vaccination against COVID-19 will become

mandatory in their country from February 2022. Austrians who refuse to be vaccinated will receive $4,000 Enes. Given the clear health

risks from DNA- and RNA-based vaccines, Dr. Rath is calling for the world’s political decision-makers to suspend all further use of them.

“Any other decision is irresponsible,” he says,
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Thank you, Kanchenlunga.  This is from 11/26 - that headline - oh my word!

www.dr-rath-foundation.org/2021/11/germans-will-either-be-vaccinated-r..   What this news report doesn’t mention is that the

highest court in Germany has recently been called upon to decide on a case involving Jens Spahn that will ultimately affect the

health and lives of people throughout the world. The case relates to studies conducted by scientists at the Dr. Rath Research

Institute, which have found an effective, safe, and affordable natural approach to Eghting COVID-19: a speciEc micronutrient

formulation that is effective against all mutations of the coronavirus. Germans Will Either Be ‘Vaccinated, Recovered Or Dead’ By

End Of Winter, Health Minister Jens Spahn Claims.
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kanchenlunga,  do you think politicians will listen to Dr Rath? No matter how spectacular his team's disease cures have been, the

media continues to downplay his work in favor of heavily inbuenced Pharma support for political campaigns and their seats. Are

there unbiased judges left in the EU? It will take a seriously independent judge to hand down an unbiased ruling. Whatever the

case, wish them all the best during current dircult and corrupted times.
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Ahhh, you had to mention the DPT.... 7 days from the shot, baby cousin died, they all knew it was from the shot, she just never recovered.

 Labeled SIDS death.   I started thinking genetic link with this one because I got to looking at the children of my husband's aunts (didn't

happen with the uncles) - the children of the aunts were all vaccine injured in one way or another (ie, never matured past the age of 12,

 one is covered with psoriasis, red inbamed skin - permanent)  ..etc etc etc..  the list goes on.  Then I come along and we vax baby girl

10/98 ... DPT... violent reaction.  She didn't go downhill like the aunt's baby - she screamed bloody murder for the Erst four years of her

life, though.  My girl would Eght encephalitis and seizures, and the lymph unable to detox whatever that was!!!!  ... on the other hand, her

immune system is really broken, she picks up whatever you're carrying and strep is a part of her life.  4 other kids, 3 non vax'd, no strep.

 Her - always!
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Do COVID Injections Compromise Natural Immunity?
Analysis by Tessa Lena

“Blue Ocean Strategy” is a business strategy that proposes creating a brand new

market and dominating it, as opposed to trying to compete in an existing market

)

Today’s new commercial frontier is the human body, “body as a platform”)

We are being ushered toward a life-time subscription to an artiEcial immunity service)

It is important to understand whether in the process of receiving experimental

injections, our broad spectrum immunity gets compromised

)

A few studies came out recently showing that it may be the case, and more research is needed)
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 Her - always!

Your brief on Hepatitis was interesting to me.  My BFF's husband died in June and the symptoms I was reading under Hepatitis was

exactly what he had - down to "Acute hepatitis can resolve on its own, progress to chronic hepatitis, or (rarely) result in acute liver

failure.[7] Chronic hepatitis may progress to scarring of the liver (cirrhosis), liver failure, and liver cancer.[3]"  ..he had all of it.  But not the

diagnosis of Hep.  It was an awful death - but I think part of the awful death were the meds, then mayo clinic visits for the death cocktails

and radiation, but when a liver has been destroyed, you got nothing!  

I wish we would value strengthening the body to eliminate disease rather than poison it.  But we are in the dark ages of medicine, still,

aren't we? And now we've got the beloved shot.  I am seeing tiny new growths of grass on this soil.  People instinctively not wanting a

booster (not many, but some) ... some are curious, breaking out. Is it too late?  I don't know.
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Terrible events, Tracy, proven by investigations that seek the truth about vaccines. Even America's own Association of Physicians

and Surgeons says that MMR, along with the hepatitis B vaccine, is a far greater threat than the diseases it is supposed to prevent.

Having children simply endure those diseases naturally as they used to, the group says, would prevent "10 percent of a generation

from experiencing a learning disability and / or uncontrolled aggressive behavior due to a passionate crusade for universal

vaccination. ".

It's not just the MMR vaccine that causes autism and other learning disabilities. The DPT vaccine for diphtheria and pertussis is

equally questionable, according to Dr. Jerome Murphy, MD, former chief of Pediatric Neurology at Milwaukee Children's Hospital,

who cautions that DTP is strongly correlated with causing seizures in childhood.

The autism rate in America is skyrocketing. It has increased 30,000 percent since the early 1980s and now affects 1 in 36 children

(ages 3-17). And the CDC has indeed "misled" the data: CDC principal investigator Dr. William Thompson and his team found a

strong association between vaccines and autism, but they did what their bosses told them and changed the parameters of the

study to get rid of the association, so the CDC would not have to report it to the public. According to CDC lead research scientist

Dr. William Thompson, his team found a strong association between vaccines and autism, but changed the study parameters to

get rid of the association, so they didn't have to inform the public. To date, despite the efforts of Congressman Bill Posy, Congress

has not subpoenaed Dr. Thompson to testify, nor has it held hearings to investigate his claims.
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The CDC recommends 70 doses of 16 vaccines for today's child. Today, 1 in 36 children has autism. There has been a 30,000

percent increase in autism since the early 1980s, during which time we have nearly quadrupled the number of vaccines given to

children. A senior CDC scientist, Dr. William Thompson, reported it to the CDC, suppressing data conErming the link between the

MMR vaccine and autism. (Of course, the CDC denies these truths, to this day)

According to research published by Dr. Brian Hooker in Translational Neurodegeneration, the CDC has manipulated data to hide the

fact that African-American children who received the MMR vaccine before their third birthday were 3.4 times more likely to develop

autism. Hooker and Thompson alleged that the CDC had known about the link since 2003, but continues to suppress the

information, casting doubt on the agency's integrity and the credibility of other Endings.

eu.tennessean.com/story/news/politics/2018/12/12/tennessee-mark-green-..  ~

www.naturalhealth365.com/cdc-mmr-vaccine-2023.html  ~

healthimpactnews.com/2016/more-evidence-from-cdc-whistle-blower-on-aut..

 ~ www.naturalhealth365.com/vaccine-dangers-1992.html
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Thank you Gui!  Yes!  William Thompson coming forward was another huge bell going off!  Vindication!  But alas, nothing

happened.  Again!  Despite Posey's efforts.  Despite Sen. Dan Burton's efforts.  (wow, those guys made it into my long term

memory haha)  Not believing this was happening, I was thrown over a fence.  

The two peds I met with laughed, vaccines are benign, be sure and bring her back for her four month shots... ????  What kind of

doctors have this level of evil in their hearts?  I'm glad I'm against authoritarianism as much as i am - because somewhere inside

me, God gave me a brain to think logically.  What I didn't know is what my personal doctor told me when she seized in his orce.

 He said, "IF YOU VACCINATE HER AGAIN - SHE "WILL BE" AUTISTIC."  

And then the true hero of my story, Dr. WakeEeld, came up alongside me and opened my eyes to the battleEeld of vaccine reactions

taking place all around me.  Not just autism, elementary school age children becoming type 1 diabetics over night!  OVER NIGHT!

 It goes back to Dr. Tenpenny's "MOIs" Mechanism of Injury ... which children will react which way?  After all these years, you mean

to tell me they don't know who can handle all these vaccines and who cannot?  

Did you know other countries have bushed out clues?  One clue is the sugar bug vein - three of my children had that sugar bug vein

- my vax inj'd being the Erst.  I'm so glad I didn't continue.  And ps - she's a world traveler.  An unvax'd world traveler.   (although

who know what world travel will look like ever again :(... THEY'VE FAILED TO PROTECT US  Fast forward to global mass vax efforts.

 You mean to tell me the mentality of "Take one for the team" exists over - knowledge - of who it will harm, maim, kill.... ???  Sorry

you died, we tried.  *sigh.
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So sorry about your little cousin LovesToSing.  The DPT reference got to me too.  We avoid the medical system, no bu or covid

shots of course.  But I had a deep puncture would some years ago and thought I'd get a tetanus shot.  They've been around forever,

tetanus is serious, seemed like a good idea.  No such thing as a tetanus shot anymore, only DPT, so had to get that.  I'm doing very

well for my 71 years, but not perfect.  Now wondering if my minor complaints might be caused by latent infections baring up

because of the DPT jab.

All the buzz lately about the jab damage has centered around the destructive spike protein.  Sure seemed like there might be other

ways it harms and this article makes a good case for that.  Other avenues for harm probably exist as well - amazing how the law of

unintended consequences and the complexity of mammalian biology are ignored by most people.  I understand it from Pharma

and the power seekers - they have their own motivations and being evil psychopaths don't care about the damage.  It's the myopia

of the public that boors me.
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Yes we are in the dark ages of medicine, it is not regenerative, it is suppressive.  Surgery is advanced, but therapy not so much.
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Steelj - thank you!  Glad you're so strong!  I was able to get my son some kind of Tetanus immunoglobin - but then had a verbal

altercation with the doctor who thought he was God - worst day!  He yelled at me for not getting him the DPT and called me, "You

people" ... I should have hollered back, "You people don't even know it takes two weeks to build antibodies for that shot!"  Arrg!

 Whatever. :)  I stopped all medical at that point - and all the kids don't even think doctor when stuff comes up.  We just handle

stuff... (sickness wise) - otherwise it's off to urgent care.   Sio - truth!!!
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thank you Tessa Lena for the insight into the different responses that the immune system uses to protect the human biome from being

ravaged by disease - this is a complex Eeld that  apart from Dr Ryan Cole we also have contributions by Van Den Bosch and Professor

Bhakti on the different responses of "innate" and "natural" and cellular defenses - all of these organic approaches have a much broader

spectrum and much longer memory than the attempt of vaccinological science to second guess and "improve" on the biological capacity

inherent in the human subject - one of the most common phrases Tessa Lena  uses in the article is "THEY DON'T KNOW" - you wouldn't

think this was the case from the Pharma propaganda and their validation by the political bribe takers on our planet -  it is majorly ironic

that the bodies defenses are being undermined on the pretext that they are being protected - this psychic contradiction is the basis for

the looming captivity being advocated by the fascists that are in the process of undermining our planet's stability
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Hi Stanley, This is diabolical, yes? The west is engaged with "digging a hole to China?" By providing an illusion of protection at the

same time leaving each individual more susceptible to reactivation of former recovered virus' and cancers as natural defenses are

taken down...so the numbers from these shots' ercacy trials are meaningless. Real human effects are far more dangerous

coming from suppressing the innate immune system inside the body not viral transmission from outside. Yet another tidbit from

today's news that Ets this depop-program to a T:  anh-usa.org/breakthrough-covid-nasal-spray-blocked
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Hi Stan, Was running late. Last Thursday's Highwire Show has interesting views about how these targeted mRNA shots suppress

the natural immune system, leaving those who took these shots more open for any variant to get in - It starts about 20 minutes in,

here's a link: www.bitchute.com/.../GoFIycb3o9lh  -  Then stay on this for British cardiologist Dr Asseem Malhotra's discussion of

how these shots are substantially increasing the potential for heart events...apparently Dr Steven Gundry was tracking his patients

before and after their shots. Its alarming (again?). Its basically covered in the Erst half of the show.
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You can't dik-around injecting inbammatory substances into the body...Metals, foreign biologicals, chemical adjuvants....They create

unnatural antibodies that hate you (autoimmune)..yet this is the "Germ Theory" run amok...Pharma's longest con where personal immune

resistance is ignored...and confused and programmed immune cells are helpless toward any "variant" leading to dire complications like

pneumonia, as common among bu-vaxxed...Add antibiotic/chemical/nutritionally damaged biomes.  

Dr. Rath and The Orthomoleculars are big on Mega C and collagen rich bone broths. Dr. Levy has promoted nebulized H2O2 and I have

added nebulized NAC. Dr. William Campbell Douglas mentions using H2O2 to oxidize rogue antibodies and reset production of fresh

ones, and I would assume other oxidative approaches from Mega C to O3 to MMS chlorite do the same and conquer many dire

conditions.  While one can quote countless doctors, the idea is to employ these therapies and End what works; not for the shy and

faint-hearted. One must seize his own freedom and health. The only reply to vaxx insistence and peer pressure is; "NO!!! Are you stupid?"
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If I understand you rightly, Dr.Mercola, you are pointing out that Big Pharma has employed a Blue Ocean Strategy, creating a demand for

vaccines that are totally unnecessary and totally unethical. What a surprise - they have been morally bankrupt for years (Polio, AZT,

Thimerosal, etc.). The real problem now is that our politicians worldwide are subscribing to this non-sense or worse being paid to pedal it

and destroy humanity in the meanwhile. Gates is certainly perpetrating his depopulation strategy....
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pipblanc - Its far worse. Investment bankers have been consolidating businesses since the late 1980's leaving few options for

small players. Dr Fauci spent 30 years or more building a network then funding research centers and universities across the globe.

No one can speak out against what is occurring, even if its the wrong solution. Dr Bhakdi had retired 9 years earlier, giving him

some freedom to speak. Same with Dr. Mike Yeadon, (although he may not have intended to implode his career this soon). Dr.

Geert Vanden Bossche is an independent contractor. Funding economics behind this giant research spider's web means few have

been able to speak out. IN the US, 90% of doctors are now employed by large hospital systems, dependent on Federal funds and

reimbursements from Medicare.

This degree of centralization of banking, investment bankers, consolidation of Big Phama, Big Ag, Big Chem, and Big Insurance is

one major crux of this issue. Gates may be one of the worst at funding a variety of interconnected projects which, on Erst glance,

appear legit. NGO's are dangerous, their funding sources need to be far more transparent. Where are other voices of experts

explaining what this mRNA technology is, how it deEes logic to ever be effective against any respiratory illness, and inherent

dangers of mass injections - the silence has been deafening, yes? Why is a nasal spray, speciEcally developed to stop the virus,

being rejected by the US FDA?   We are so lucky to have Dr M, readers and bloggers on the look-out.
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I'm very sad to say that the problem you mentioned is much larger than most people imagine.  For example, if you look into MOST

of those closely associated with these shots, they are actually eugenicists, right down to many of the scientists who have been

involved in the development.  Every company producing these products have long histories of similar unethical behaviour, except

for Moderna - and they have never brought any product to market before.  Part of the problem here is the corporation created as an

artiEcial person with all of the rights (actually more) than natural people, but NOT the same liabilities, speciEcally criminal liability.

 Thus, many of them simply put 1% of their projected proEt aside in order to pay any subsequent claims.  If there were criminal

consequences similar to those a natural (rather than artiEcial person/entity) would suffer, AND we had a properly functioning

justice system, THEN things may actually change.  If you look at the dark histories of these chemical/pharmaceutical companies,

many of them started off killing people, for example producing mustard gases and so forth for use in wars.  As far as I'm

concerned, not much has changed; they have merely become more sophisticated in their subterfuge.  I studied chemistry a few

years ago, and whilst I found it to be dull as ditch water (and thus dropped it) at school, when I taught myself, I found it quite

fascinating and I REALLY got it.  However, by the end of that one subject, it was patently obvious to me that chemical medicine

was, by and large a HUGE mistake.  What we need is a mixture of natural medicine and physics.  I will be glad to see the end of this

system, and at least I suspect that this latest 'covid' and 'vaccine' debacle should sent it into the history books.  The thing that is

hardest to believe is that nobody seems to have a 'kill switch' for this madness, and the psychopaths that be certainly have no

intention of stopping.
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Are the Big Pharma companies colluding to maim and kill selected portions of society in a gradual and controlled fashion so as not to

take out all the targeted people too quickly?   See the work by a British researcher and make up your own mind.

data-matter.tvwfc.co.uk/.../craigpaardekooper
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ghSnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did I just read about this recently based upon ‘batch’  vaccine? An analyst (scientist?) looked at death and adverse reaction by

‘batch’ and it showed just such an outcome as you stated. Another reason for the database, to know if the individual is marked for

elimination.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Corruption is in the vaccine mandates. Public Citizen has released a report describing how the pharmaceutical giant PEzer

created secret contracts and used its monopoly power to manipulate governments into buying and dispensing its Wuhan

coronavirus "vaccines". As one of the major vaccine producers under "Operation Warp Speed," PEzer used its position of power to

"silence governments, reduce supply, shift risk and maximize proEts," according to Public Citizen.

"Behind closed doors, PEzer exercises its power to obtain a number of worrying concessions from governments," said report

author Zain Rizvi, a law and policy researcher with the Public Citizen's Access to Medicines program. "The global community

cannot allow pharmaceutical corporations to continue making the decisions." In some cases, PEzer asked some of these countries

to offer their sovereign assets as collateral against the cost of any future legal cases. In other words, it was already known in

advance that beatings were going to harm people, leading to lawsuits, and PEzer wanted to protect itself while still making

maximum proEts. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccine-contracts-pEzer-max..  (10/20/2)
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Then we must also assume that "they" are not being vaccinated. In which case how do we determine that as a fact? My second eldest

sister, at age 85, is being treated for cancer, so I have to conclude that she is a victim too. Again, if we conclude that "they" are not being

vaccinated, then they will also be in the process of creating a secondary vaccine free group of people that they wish to preserve.

madness; utter madness.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM
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Chris, have you seen the work by the British researcher Craig Paardekooper?  He imported the data from the US VAERS system to

Excel and discovered that approximately 95% of the batches of "vaccines" may be relatively harmless while the remainder account

for most of the adverse reactions, horriEc injuries and deaths recorded. There appears to be a spacial and temporal aspect to the

distribution of the poison batches, they are not random. "Conspiracy theorists have long held that the "elite" are receiving placebos,

while the rest of humanity gets the clot shots.  Conspiracy "theorists" also predicted vaccine passports, erosion of civil liberties,

more frequent jabs and the escalating war against the unjabbed. All of those theories are now fact. If you have not seen the data

here is a link to a short video: data-matter.tvwfc.co.uk/.../craigpaardekooper     It explains so much.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very sad ChrisColes. The spike protein is PRODUCING the exact same symptoms of the same disease it is supposed to protect

people from, including the cytokine storm: While normal, healthy people can repair DNA damage caused by low levels of exposure

to ionizing radiation, vaccinated people can barely make repairs. “NHEJ repair and homologous recombination (HR) repair are two

major DNA repair pathways that not only continuously monitor and ensure genome integrity but are also vital for adaptive immune

cell functions,” the study explains about one such DNA repair component that is negatively impacted by the presence of spike

proteins.

Cancer rates will skyrocket among those vaccinated, and when they die, deaths can be attributed to cancer rather than vaccines. It

is highly unlikely that vaccinated people who do not die from cancers will be able to produce viable offspring due to DNA damage

in sperm and eggs. We are facing a new generation of young people with cancer and childhood diseases. We are in the

degeneration of the human race. www.brighteon.com/fef16093-6fd9-43a1-a5cb-cdecb4c63e64  (Nov 19, 2021) ~

www.mdpi.com/.../htm
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Gertrue
Joined On 3/15/2019 6:27:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read years ago that certain people working for secret service in the USA were controlled that way. You were made addicted to some kind

of medicine, in that article through a patch if i remember correctly, that needed renewal every some period of time. If you did not do as

told, you did not get that renewal and thus would die. So possibly they experimented this technique for decades on special services,

military etc. Makes me wonder about the monthly anthrax vacs mandated for US millitary.
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ghSnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great article … BUT saddening. It awakens in me to how broad the medical community is in on the genocide. When this Erst hit the fan’s

the VA called me to come in for the jab. I mentioned that I had heard (or read) that individuals with underlying conditions should not be

“put down”. Oh, don’t worry I have had it. Yeah; but I won’t get saline!  I like the biblical story where Christ tells an individual “Heal thy

self”.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

pjma... I hope you see this posting. I cannot tell you everything you need to know about Eghting breast cancer here. It would take a half

day of learning to even get you off to a good start. You will need to follow up with your own research. These are what I feel were the

essential parts of my protocol for my relatively dramatic recovery. I can only brieby summarize. It will take tremendous commitment on

your part. Recovery will be a full-time job and expense. 1.) A stricter-than-strict macrobiotic diet, also avoiding nightshades and dairy. No

animal fats. EVOO and expeller-pressed sesame oil in limited amounts. Braggs Liquid Aminos. Good well or glacier water.  Doi not

overeat. Weight loss is good as long as your tumor marker scores keep declining. You will need to lose weight to detox--not the same as

cachexia. Buy this reference. Use the food lists. No transitional diet. THE MACROBIOTIC WAY by Kushi (1985 edition).

2.) A full complement of herbs and supplements, esp. Hoxsey and Venus Fly Trap. Iodine... 3.) Mycotherapies. Paul Stamets Rainforest

Tea (from Fungi Perfecti), but simmered like a decoction. 4 cups a day, initially--make a big batch every morning and refrigerate--cold

leftovers ok. Daily shitake, dried will be best and cheapest. Any other medicinal mushrooms useful for breast cancer. 4.)  A home-built

rife-bare machine.

I don't trust the design of many commercial models. There is a book costing about $25 with instructions how to build. Even so, have an

experienced electrical engineer or other techie look it over to rule out a few design baws. 5.) Walking 3-5 miles daily. Dress for the

weather, very few excuses not to walk. Many of the resources I once had at my disposal are now no longer available, esp. herbal formulas

dircult to obtain. Even getting nutritious food and good water is a struggle for many people. Grain has been altered. Foods and soils are

contaminated. No wonder people are getting sick. No space to explain reasons for protocol.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I've only seen blood work and immune panels for one patient so far, on a before and after jab basis.  The results did not look good to me.

 This guy was in range on every marker prior to the jab.  After the 2nd jab especially, there was a massive increase in granulocytes, which

likely rebected massive tissue damage occurring in his body from the jabs.  Then the CD4 and CD8 cells both absolutely plummeted.

 This may have been only one case, but it certainly indicated to me that natural immunity is absolutely compromised by these jabs.  A

huge proportion of people who took d-dimer tests 4-7 days post jab showed evidence of new blood clots forming.
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Great discussion on here guys, as usual, and a wonderful article from Dr Mercola - thank you.  However, whilst there is understandably a

LOT of discussion about the 'virus' and the 'vaccines', a couple of large elephants in the room do not appear to have been mentioned.  One

is the fact that the set up for this has been happening a long time before the advent of this current attack on humanity.  We have been

experiencing chemical aerial spraying since the 90s, and so are loaded with graphene oxide from other sources apart from that now also

found in these shots.  In addition, it is in some of the masks, the tests, and even the hand sanitizing products. There are people already

Ending GO in some foods as well - I've seen it in cereals and meat (neither of which I eat, happily), and I'm sure it is being added to more

and more.  These can be tested with strong magnets.  So, that's a couple of examples of the Erst large elephant.  The other large elephant

is 5G radiation.  Around 18 months ago, I wondered about this second elephant.  So, I went online and was able to quickly End the maps

that interested me, and I got 2 countries - the UK and the USA.  The Erst map was the 'covid hotspot' map, and the second was a 5G

rollout map.  You could literally lay one over the other and it was pretty hard to distinguish any difference.  So, I think sometimes we can

focus too narrowly and forget to remember the numerous other factors surrounding what we are looking at.  Having taken the prior year's

'bu' shot also was shown in one early study (quickly suppressed) that showed an 80% correlation with deaths from 'covid.'  So, we must

also look wider for other factors that are in play, IMO.
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Waning immunity? I suspect big pharmers are trying that excuse to cover up for themselves. They never were intended to prevent

infection or transmissibility. 'Breakthroughs' are another fabrication to try to cover up for themselves.
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animalsbigandsmall
Joined On 4/27/2020 2:16:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please research and consider joining the Vaxcontrolgroup.com.
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auntym
Joined On 6/18/2013 7:24:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for using Common Sense. -Maria
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My daughter said she found her news channels were saying the big "O" would wipe out covid.  She said they're positively hoping and

expecting it to be like the bu and they'll let it run through and gain natural herd immunity ... I said, "What do you listen to?  I want to listen

to that news!!!"  ... It was a bright light on a dark day!  Yeah!
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Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've never seen a link to these videos on this site - so I'm posting one, this is three videos together, all are about 30-45 minutes long, this

one has Dr Malone on Erst, he talks over my head so I skipped through, then Dr Jack Kruse, VERY good info!  and then scientist Dr James

Lyons-Weiler Ph.D....
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reason is these interviews are Session 3 of the Covid Revealed series, can only be obtained by logging in through their hosting

site. And they are offered for sale if you simply cannot End enough time to watch 2 hrs per night for 7 or 8 nights. Each session is

only available for 24 hrs.  (I was wondering if anyone else caught Session 3.) Dr. Malone went deep into immunity weeds, Jack

Kruse's discussion was great although not that positive; however, it was recorded last August. Some aspects have changed or

moved on since then.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vaccine comes from the Latin word for “cow,” vacca, because the term was initially used to refer to inoculation using doses of cowpox

that, it was discovered, protect humans against smallpox. This word is a relatively recent one in English, dating back to the 1880s. So for

me.... I'll take the horse de-wormer before the Vacca- cowpox bovine remedy.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thursdays Highwire has an eye opener @ 1hr 25 min  Dr. Paul Thomas of Portland  https://thehighwire.com/watch/
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.zerohedge.com/political/manchin-joins-gop-effort-nix-bidens-vacine..   This just in.....The white house is asking for a donation to

obtain gallons of Preparation H.   Gonna get messy.
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2TM
Joined On 9/21/2008 2:04:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8538446   NIH government website - published on October 13, 2021.   SARS–CoV–2 Spike Impairs DNA

Damage Repair and Inhibits V(D)J Recombination In Vitro The spike protein ends up in the nucleus and impedes DNA repair.  The article

suggests developing a safer vaccine.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This may be the landmark article with respect to understanding the “why” of what’s occuring with the push to get mRNA into everyone.

Fauci’s modus operandi is to destroy the control group to hide the downside effects of his vaccines. That’s what’s playing out here. If

there are signiEcant numbers of non-poisoned remaining then a clear path to implicate the mRNA poison to the reappearance of

previously controlled maladies is present. Ironically, this tragedy could have been prevented if the widespread use of vitamin D had been

promoted by public health agencies.

Instead, starting with the sun scare of the 1970s, we’ve become fearful of the sun because of a miniscule chance of developing

melanoma and have suffered the ravages of a consequence of that fear, vitamin D starvation, causing great suffering and pain. In fact,

modern pharmaceuticals primarily are designed to deal with the effects of chronic vitamin D starvation on immune system function. Just

about any drug ending in “ib” or “ab” is repairing a pre-existing individual genetic defect in the immune system uncovered by vitD

starvation. Without the sun scare and sunscreen, there would be no “modern” pharmaceutical industry. Take your vitD and stay out of the

clutches of Big Pharma.
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Gertrue
Joined On 3/15/2019 6:27:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe it is far worse. They are eliminating all critical voices as foretold many years ago what was intended by US Patriots. Hugo

de Jonge, dutch politician governing covid vaccines etc. says in a vid that every person who is not vaccinated is known by address

and why they did not vaccinate. That is an intrusion on EU privacy laws. A Belgian court just ruled that for covid passports, but

Wallon continues with them anyway. Reiner Fuellmich hopes the judiciary powers are not yet all in the pocket of those who have

been unleashing this genocide on humanity. If he is wrong he fears the worst.  

It could be that graphene oxide in the vaccins and the fact that they are extremely polluted, 2/3 of foreign material including

human DNA and only 1/3 Mrna vaccin is far worse than what lay people believe what is diseasing many, causing Covid, a socalled

virus that has never been isolated. And of which Wuhan said in the beginning as Italy did It cannot be the same virus as

climateconditions are too different. Can graphene oxide be destroyed/eliminated from our bodies with NAC or Glutathion as some

claim.
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pikiverschueren
Joined On 4/13/2014 7:15:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So good this  info! Thank you so much for this!!!
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ac10920
Joined On 2/18/2021 10:17:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

what does someone do to negate the shots after taking. Forced to take to keep job.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so sorry!  Have you tried the exemptions?  Have you also looked around the area - so many from here were able to End jobs

right away - how is that for crazy?  Also - are you talking the Jan 4 date? From what I've been told, Ivermectin before and after the

shot would be a great start.
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c2leighsbcglobal.ne
Joined On 5/27/2010 12:45:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know about negating the shots, but do the things that mitigate damage caused by the virus and the vaccine. Get or keep Et.

Eat right. Get sunlight. Take Vitamin D (and K along with it), Vitamin C, Zinc, a zinc ionophore (NAC, Quercitin, etc.), keep a good

attitude, enjoy humor.
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abe5680
Joined On 3/2/2016 12:36:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First of all, I would say that no job is worth risking one's life for.  There are at least 3 recipes of the shots that I know of.  The Erst is

the placebo (which is what all the politicians that took one on TV had).  The second is the real mRNA injection.  The third is the one

designed to create cancer, likely to produce cancer within 2 years.  The Erst thing I would say to you would be to NOT take ANY

further jabs.  If you haven't taken one, then I would strongly advise avoiding ALL of them - if you don't have your life, you certainly

will not be able to keep your job anyway.  However, if you have taken one, then these particular jabs are very dircult to detox.

 However, there is a coalition of healthcare professionals in South African that have put their heads together and have come up

with a somewhat successful protocol, as evidenced by the before and after blood pictures.  I would recommend Ending an

interview Stew Peters did with Dr Zandra Botha, where she runs through the protocol.  It is quite extensive and there are about 10

items on the list.  There will be new technologies appearing soon that will address the damage, but from my understanding, those

who have taken the jab will not be treated Erst; those who have avoided the jab will be Erst.  How quickly these technologies are

able to be scaled and rolled out is unknown, and dependent on other events occurring in the world that must be brought to a

conclusion before this can occur.  It will be very hard work and quite expensive to Ex to the degree that you can, but if you are lucky

enough to get the placebo, or can do the above protocols, then you may buy enough time to get yourself through to the point where

jabbed people may be able to take advantage of the new tech.  I hope for the best possible outcome for you.
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